“What’s New” Webinar – Coming Soon!
In preparation of the upgrade to the newest version of SAP Ariba in May 2020, NC eProcurement is conducting webinars designed to show experienced NCEP users how to use the new system. The webinar will cover several topics that have been mentioned in previous NCEP Newsletters including Guided Buying, Expert View, and Dual Processing. The trainers will show multiple examples of requisitions and even field questions from attendees. Stay tuned for a detailed invitation arriving by email.

NC eProcurement 2020 Upgrade News – Expert View
After the upgrade to the newest version of SAP Ariba in May 2020, a majority of users will use the Guided Buying view for quick and simple requisitions. For some users, more complex actions will be conducted within the Expert View of NC eProcurement. Users can enter Expert View by clicking on the Expert View tile on the Guided Buying dashboard, at which point they will see a more robust dashboard that is similar to the current version of NC eProcurement.

The Expert View dashboard includes multiple tabs at the top of the page and several tiles that can be moved and customized at the user-level. Tiles can be used to view NC eProcurement news, access recently viewed requisitions, and view pending approvals. Although much of the functionality is the same in Expert View as it is in Guided Buying, there are certain actions that may be performed only when users navigate to the Expert View. Those actions include initiating a Collaborative Requisition (an informal quote), editing your default preferences, and running prepackaged or public reports.
As the upgrade moves forward over the next several months, stay tuned to The Source for more information about exciting new features and expected timelines!
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